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OUR ARCHITECTURE
This program is all about giving you a clear understanding of the barriers that hold you back
from achieving your goals and what you need to do to overcome them.
Each session is designed to give you clarity about your next steps.
Maximum 5 (five) per program to ensure a quality experience.

WHO SHOULD BE READING THIS

THIS PROGRAM IS PERFECT FOR YOU, IF:
You are about to start a business or trying to grow your existing one;
You are a member of a marketing, sales or business development team and can apply your learnings
at work;
You are a business who engages with marketing agencies, but would like to have a better
understanding of marketing tactics so you can brief them and other contractors better.

THE VALUE
Five weekly live modules via zoom (with
recordings available)
Weekly Q&A mentoring sessions
Workbooks, guides and resources
Training videos
Over 20 years years industry experience
Access to a marketing strategist and
mentor

Investment $500 +gst
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THE SESSIONS
Week 1 | Marketing Essentials (what you should and shouldn't have in your marketing
plan)

We'll begin our journey with an in-depth exploration of marketing and what it incorporates from brand, to sales and customer experience. We will also present you with all the tools
available to make your marketing more efficient and to put a number of its actions on autopilot.
Week 2 | Branding

Let's be clear here: we are not just talking about logos, fonts, colours here. We are talking
about your point of difference, value proposition, brand personality. We are going deep to
understand what you stand for and who is your tribe.
Week 3 | Customer Avatar

Most businesses try to sell to too many people because they don't have clarity of who their
ideal customers are. We will talk about who your customers are today, and how to get the
ideal ones for your services or products.

Week 4 | Content & Channels

After our deep dive into customer avatars, we are now going to give you all the clarity about
message and content for social media, websites, brochures, etc. We will also discuss which
channels are better suited for each audience, so you are not spending time and money in
places your clients don't hang out.
Week 5 | Sales & Customer Experience

You got the lead, now what? Here we talk about sales strategies to convert the leads, as well
as how to create your brand's unique customer experience that will not only make your
clients shop with you again, but also refer you to friends and family.
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WHAT OTHERS SAY...
"Celeste is an incredibly genuine and
helpful person to help navigate the sea of
pathways to market your business, brand,
service or product. Her depth of knowledge
and experience always helps to improve
our effectiveness and bring clarity to any
problematic areas."

"At Lustosa Marketing they have a bold and
frank understanding of my market which
means I'm not wasting time on marketing
strategies that won't hit the mark!"

MELAINEDANCER
AGED CARE INSIDER

KEN LONG
ASBN
"Wow! Celeste's agile and strong stance in
evidential market research and thorough
planning, has helped us to keep moving
forward with absolute clarity. This
resulting confidence, has ensured that
every step in our business growth not only
is strategic, but meaningful in our legacy
amongst Clients and Team."

DIM APS
HUDDLE

"We are so grateful for the care and
support Celeste and Lustosa Marketing are
putting into transforming our operations.
For myself as a beginner Celeste keeps
processes simple, effective and attainable
which instills confidence and absolute
optimism in moving forward. She treats
our business as though it is her own and
this is reflected by her sincere and
committed investment into all that we do."

SUSAN KNAPP
IN2ED AFRICA

NEXT STEPS

WE WOULD LOVE TO HAVE YOU WITH US!
We would love to have you in one of our groups but we need to ensure we are the right
solution for you.
Email us to schedule a 30 min phone consultation.
marketing@lustosamarketing.com

